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An adventure with 100 different endings

You are a wannabe hero who is supposed to do hero-ish things but sometimes flips off and does crazy stuff ins 5d3b920ae0
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First three plays resulted in. Ha. Ha ha. Ha ha ha.. Like many others, I was expecting a "silly" game, just a funny parody. But,
the game is so much more than that: It has its own identity, not only is the great sense of humour, but also the excellent
mechanics and gameplay. You can notice how everything is done with a lot of thought and care. The soundtrack is simple but
great and fits perfect with the game, and the graphics are really great too! In conclusion: I highly recommend this game; I'm
addicted right now to it and already thinking on a 2nd part! PS: I love the disgusting creature.. Almost anything that comes into
your mind ends up being a possibility within this world. It is almost impossible to pursue a goal without being distracted by a
new path, a detail you had overlooked or something that was not there before. A biting sense of humour, absorbing music and a
way of puzzling that makes it one of a kind. Awesome game.. This game looks simple on the first glance. But there is a really
cool combination of mechanics happening. First off, every time you reach an ending, the game resets. Secondly, the more items
you collect, the lower you jump. Making which items you pickup important choices, as you open up some areas, but close off
others. Finally, while the game resets, some things you do carry over as effect. Generally subtitle to notice in the beginning.
Giving more replay value then you initially would guess. Saying too much about this would ruin the fun, so find out for yourself.
I got about 9 hours of gameplay out of it for all 100 endings. Which is perfect value for money in my book.
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